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The gig bats  chapter one 
  
 

In the ice age, there lived many animals and creatures. Rutik was a five-year old                
mammoth the size of a teenager, who lived in a giant ice cave. He had zero friends and                  
no brothers or sisters and his parents were out most of the time. So he usually stayed                 
home by himself.  

One day when he was home by himself he wandered out into the Arctic, he was tired                  
of just staying home the whole time. He decided to explore the outside world so maybe                
he could even make a friend or two. 

It was actually way warmer than he thought. The breeze was just normal air to his                 
wooly skin. The place was deserted! There was no sign of anything but snow and ice. 

“Is anybody there?”, he called. No one answered, then he saw a gleam of something                
looking at him, its tongue swiped out and licked its lips. Rutik didn’t have a very good                 
feeling about this. He started to run and the thing leaped. Its claws got Rutik and he fell                  
on the ice. 

“That’s my favorite game”, said a voice. “It’s called pounce-on-the-creature, But don’t             
worry, unlike the rest of my tribe, I don’t like to eat or kill animals. Plus I’m just a kid,” the                     
voice finished. Rutik turned around to see some stripes on a four-legged animal with              
sharp fangs. “My name is Briikest and I’m a saber tooth”, Briikest said. “She answered               
both of my questions. It's like she read my mind,” thought Rutik. 

“Are you gonna talk?” She asked. “Um ya okay”. Said Rutik who was startled because                
Briikest interrupted his thoughts. “Well do you know what the youn rock is?” asked              
Rutik. “No, what is it''. Briikest answered, licking her lips again. “Well it warps you to the                 
place you need to go most,” answered Rutik. 

“I’m five years old,” Rutik added. “I’m eight,”. Briikest said. They continued walking              
through the ice. “Do you hear that? Briikest asked. “That sound happened again.”             
Briikest added. “No I do... wait... I hear it”, Rutik said. “The thing is coming closer.” Said                 
Rutik. “It’s not a thing”, said Briikest. “It’s things.” As the things came closer Rutik saw                
more and more black. 

He saw snouts sizes of six paper plates stacked on top of each other, the creatures                 
had wind blowing wings which were making icey dust tornadoes, and the animals had              
enormous reddish blue eyes. “Those are gig bats short for gigantic bats,” said Briikest.              



“They don’t look happy,” said Rutik. Most of the bats opened their mouths and let out a                 
ear-piercing scream which was echolocation, while the rest dived in to attack. 

Lots of wings slashed at them, one bat caught Rutik and another caught Briikest. “Do                
you know where they are taking us?” Briikest asked Rutik. Before he had time to answer                
Rutik heard a bat snarl, “Shut Up!” to Briikest. The bat nipped at her ear.  

Briikest and Rutik didn’t talk for the rest of the flight. After some time they reached                 
what Rutik thought was a humongous rock until the bat that talked to Briikest (who was                
probably the gig bats leader) put his wing on the rock and slowly it opened into a huge                  
rocky entrance. 

When they went inside, Rutik smelled something disgusting that was rotting. There             
were some two feet tall torches, which lit up pictures on the wall of bats and war. 

The torches were starting to disappear and they entered a new room. “Your majesty,               
said the leader gig bat. 
“We have got prisoners.” A bat bigger than the others snarled and said, “hand them                

over.” The leader gig bat handed Briikest and Rutik over to the Queen gig bat. “Why do                 
you and your kind always snarl?”, Briikest asked the Queen. A smaller gig bat came and                
whispered to Briikest, “It’s because Fang killed her husband”. Briikest told Rutik this.             
“You think it’s funny to barge into my territory and then insult me?!”, said the Queen gig                 
bat. “Put this one in the prison, but leave the other with me”, the gig bat told her                  
animals. Briikest was put in the claws of a gig bat and flew off to the prison. 

“My name is Wyll, '' the queen gig bat told Rutik. Also, that friend of yours can’t shut up                    
and you don’t say a word, why is that so?” Wyll asked Rutik. “Um uh,” said Rutik. Wyll                  
raised her eyebrows. 

After a while Rutik said, “It’s our animalalities.” Then another bat took Rutik. He               
thought for sure he was going to jail and sure enough after some time he saw a jail cell. 
 
 
 

The huyint passageway chapter two 
 
 

The jail had many purple spikes on the inside. In one jail, Rutik saw Briikest squeezed                 
into a tiny cell - moaning. He also saw a seal that was probably older and stronger than                  
Rutik. The seal was biting the bars with his teeth until one fell off with blood on it, then                   
he just sat in one spot. The guard gig bat seemed to be eyeing him too because then                  
she said, “That must be a tough seal.” 

She shoved Rutik in a random jail cell without looking. Then she flew away. Briikest                
looked up to see who was talking and when she saw Rutik, she said, “How did you                 
manage to get here?” Rutik looked at the seal who was hearing their conversation. “A               
bat just got me and put me in the jail cell, by the way, the queen gig bat’s name is Wyll.                     



Did you find out who Fang is?”, Briikest nodded her head and said, “no.” Then a voice                 
startled both of them as the seal said, “How do you not know who Fang is? He is                  
supposed to be the king and leader of the sabertooths, if I’m not mistaken. By the way,                 
my name’s Laver.” 

Then Laver head-butted the cage door into a deep black pit. Rutik asked Laver, “Do                
you know-”. “Of course! I know what the youn rock is. It teleports you to the place you                  
want to go most and for me that’s the ocean.” Rutik looked surprised. Laver just gave                
him a grin then he jumped into the pit. 

“Why would he do that,” Briikest asked, looking stunned. “He probably knew what he               
was doing,” Rutik said, still surprised. Then an alarm rang. Many gig bats flew into the                
dark room.  

Some led by the leader of gig bats flew to the broken door of Laver’s prison cage. The                   
rest came to Rutik’s and Briikest’s prison cage led by Wyll, who was in a deep frown.                 
“WHERE DID YOU GO?!?” She screamed at the bat who took Rutik into the cage.               
“YOU WERE SUPPOSED TO BE GUARDING THE PRISON!” Then Wyll looked at            
Rutik and Briikest. 

“Did you see a seal in one of these cages?” She asked them. “Y-y-y-yes maam.” Said                 
a frightened Briikest. “Very well, where did he go?” asked Wyll. Briikest opened her              
mouth but didn’t talk. 

Rutik decided to not tell a word of where Laver had gone. Like before, Wyll raised her                  
eyebrows. Then there was a crackling sound that echoed through the whole cave. The              
sound came again. 

Then a huge roar blasted through the rock - on the walls. The stench Rutik smelled at                  
the beginning of the cave grew bigger and bigger. The stone walls were cracked deeply.               
Then they heard a squeaky little voice say, “you can’t catch me sucker!” Every bat               
looked straight at the ground as if a monster would come out of the deep pit and eat                  
them. 

Rutik was sure the sound that talked in the pit was Laver, who else could it be?                  
Briikest looked confused. Lots of bats including the leader and Wyll looked at them.  

Then blood-red eyes came out of the pit. Every bat looked shocked. Immediately a               
stone part came falling down on Briikest’s cage and she fell down into the pit..               
screaming. Suddenly everything started falling, bats flew away in panic, and the red             
eyes fell to the floor. 

Rutik fell down and he saw Briikest running away. Then he saw the red eyes under a                  
piece of rock. There was no more time to look around anymore because rocks were               
falling and something poked him once or twice. Rutik escaped just in time before a rock                
fell and blocked the entrance. 

The cave was now just pieces of rock. Rutik saw Briikest and Laver on the ground.                 
Laver was examining a purple bruise under Briikest’s leg. “I got it when my foot went on                 
a spike,” she said. 



Then Laver said ,“Oh sorry for the late explanation but about that tunnel. Some               
animals call it the gig bat path but its real name which most animals call it. It’s the huyint                   
passageway.” 
 
 
 

The youn rock chapter three 
 
 

Rutik looked at the wound on Briikest’s leg; it had a tiny hole covered with blood. Rutik                  
looked at it. “Do you know anybody that can help her,” Rutik asked Laver. “Fang’s not                
worth the risk, my friends are far away,” Laver mumbled. “I know where to go, the youn                 
rock of course,” said Laver. “Where is it?'' asked Rutik. Laver just shrugged.  

“I know an animal who does though,” said Laver. “Didn't the animal tell you where it                 
is?” asked Rutik. “I don’t know why he didn’t and by the way, the animal is Wecek one                  
of my seal friends,” said Laver. “But if we find him, we can just heal Briikest,” said Rutik.                  
“Yes,” said Laver. 

Then Laver and Rutik turned around, they saw nothing, not even Briikest. “Do you               
know where she is?” asked Rutik. “No, but I do see footprints,” answered Laver. Rutik               
looked down and saw footprints like Laver said. 

“Let's follow them,” said Laver. “Ya,” said Rutik. They followed the footprints until they               
saw a deep hole. Rutik peeked down it and saw more footprints. “Let’s go,” said Laver.                
He jumped first. “It’s safe,” Laver’s voice echoed. 

Rutik jumped down right after he heard Laver. He landed straight on hard rock.               
“Somebody else did the job,” said a voice. “Hide” Laver whispered. “What? Oh just the               
sabertooth.” Rutik heard the same voice say while blending on the brown rock. “Tell              
him!” said a different, louder voice. 

“Of course master.” said the first voice. Then Rutik heard the second voice say. I’m                
king of sabertooths and I’ve got the gig bat king. Rutik froze. Laver was hearing it too                 
because he said “This isn’t a safe place to be.”, frozen between a tusk drawing with                
Rutik covering him up. 

Fang laughed. “Me, You and him will take over the world and our super weapon is                 
ready. “The youn rock.” said the king gig bat. Then Laver said “this can’t be happening”. 

If Wecek knows the location of the youn rock then… he must be the last one they were                   
talking about.” finished Rutik. “Then there’s only one thing to do, find the youn rock.”               
Said Laver. “We can rescue Briikest too.” said Rutik. The seal kingdom is in danger.”               
Laver said to himself, ignoring Rutik. 

“Follow me.” He said. They walked farther through the tunnel. There was some blood               
on the floor covered with sand and mud. As they walked farther through the tunnel Rutik                



saw more darkness until he couldn’t see anything. Then Rutik heard footsteps and saw              
a glimpse of light. 

“Hide,” Laver told him. “I can’t see anywhere to hide,” Rutik answered. The light got                
closer and the footsteps louder. Now Rutik was worried until the animal was in front of                
them. Rutik screamed and jumped back so did the animal. Rutik recognized the animal              
wasn’t anybody but Briikest. 

“Guy’s we need to get out of here,” Briikest said. “I know,” said Rutik. Then Laver said,                  
“ We saw Fang and the gig bat king. And the seal kingdom is in danger.” Briikest said,                  
“Wait did you say Gig bat king and the seal kingdom in danger,” “Yes,” said Laver.                
Briikest got the light off the floor, “ Let's find the youn rock” she said. 

They walked farther into the tunnel until Briikest said, “do you see that?” She pointed                
to a bit of yellow near the cave walls. “Yes,” answered Rutik. Laver head-butted the rock                
till a crack appeared. 

Then he charged into the cracked wall and it broke open to reveal millions of rocks on                  
the floor. Briikest limped into the wall with her sore leg. Rutik followed. Laver was               
digging around in all the rocks - hitting them with his head and moving on. 

After some time he said, “Perfect!” Briikest and Rutik looked at the rock, Laver was                
looking at. “I thought the youn rock would look bigger.” said Rutik. “It’s name is based                
on young,” said Laver. “That’s why it’s so tiny.” 

Then Rutik said, “how do you use it?” “You hold it,'' said Laver. “All right on the count                   
of three touch the rock,” said Laver. “One… Two… Three!” As Rutik touched the rock he                
flashed into nothingness. 
 
 
 

The fake seal chapter four 
 

The next thing he knew, Rutik was underwater sinking to the ocean floor. Laver was                
swimming to the bottom of the ocean. “Follow me,” said Laver. “Mmm-hmm,” mumbled             
Rutik. 

Briikest paddled her sharp thin claws pushing her downward. Rutik didn’t know how to               
swim, so he waited to drown farther and farther to the deep of the ocean floor. After                 
some time Rutik saw a gigantic seal, the bottom of its belly was a door. Laver was there                  
waiting for Rutik and Briikest. Then Briikest reached it and then did Rutik. 

Laver opened the door as the three of them went in. When Rutik saw what was                 
beyond the door he expected chaos, but instead a huge party was happening. The              
place had water but just enough for a land animal to walk through. Rutik saw a plump                 
seal which Laver was swimming to. 

The seal noticed Laver and said, “Hello old friend, It’s been a long time since we last                  
met.” Rutik thought that the animal was Wecek. “I didn’t come here to see you,” said                



Laver. “I know you are supporting Fang and the gig bat king to take over the world,” he                  
said. The music stopped and everybody looked at Laver and Wecek. 

Wecek said, “You must be mistaken old friend, Fang is cruel and the gig bat king is                  
dead.” said Wecek. “Your secret weapon is the youn rock,” said Laver. 

“I don’t know where that is,'' said Wecek. “ Perhaps you’re working with Fang and                
possibly the gig bat king and you know where the youn- SPLASH! A seal had jumped of                 
the top deck and landed into a huge area of water. “Sorry,” she said. 

The water had landed on Wecek, Laver, Rutik, Briikest, and other seals. Then two               
golden doors opened as the king and queen of seals stepped out. “Laver, I challenge               
you and your friends in a one against three battle,” said Wecek. 

“How do we battle?” asked Briikest. Rutik also had this question. “Attack your              
opponent, dodge attacks, and fight till you or your opponent gives up and they lose.               
Which of you is going up first,” asked Wecek. “How about you, Laver?” asked Rutik.               
Laver stepped forward. Wecek did the same thing. Rutik and Briikest were watching. 

“Whenever you’re ready,” said Wecek. Laver charged at Wecek with his head-butt.             
Wecek put his arms down and when Laver was right next to him Wecek picked him up                 
and smashed him on the ground a few times. 

Next up Briikest stepped forward. She opened her mouth with her fangs bared. It               
seemed all seals had the “head-butt move” because Wecek did exactly that and Briikest              
went flying through the air, into the wall, and on the ground. 
Rutik stepped up just standing still. He had a plan. After sometime, Wecek got bored of                 

standing and used his head-butt move. Rutik’s wooly fur blocked the move, then he              
spun around and around and around with Wecek in his hands. After many spins he               
threw Wecek. 

Wecek flew through the air until he crashed to the ground. The king and queen                
stepped up and put a blue tag on Wecek’s head. Then blue and red chains went all                 
around Wecek. 

“What is your plan?” asked Rutik. “I don’t know, only Wecek does,” said Wecek. “So                
there's a different Wecek?” asked Rutik. “No, there's only one Wecek.” said Wecek. “I’m              
his spy,” said Wecek. “I’m his servant,” said Wecek. “I’m the fake seal,” said Wecek. 
 
 
 

The ocean’s tigers chapter five 
 
 

Just that moment the palace exploded, Wecek’s cage broke, and he went swimming              
away. The tide blew Rutik and Briikest away because they were the only ones that               
didn’t live in the sea. 



Rutik just saw water, no matter how much he reached around he couldn’t find Briikest.                
Maybe Laver was coming to save them or maybe he was sticking with his seal tribe. He                 
knew danger was amongst the seal’s. 

Rutik moved around to paddle up but he was just in water. He saw a glimpse of yellow                   
and maybe a bit of purple. He couldn’t swim so he moved around to get there. “leHp                 
em,” he said in water. He knew nobody would understand or hear him. But it seemed                
some animal did. 

Something was moving at jet speed toward him. This wasn’t a good sign. He tried                
moving away but he couldn’t swim. The more closer the creature the more tinier it               
became. Rutik thought this was maybe a good sign. 

The thing was orange and white. Rutik knew it was a fish but he didn’t know which                  
kind. “Hi I’m Limten the clown fish. I've never seen an animal with so much fur or four                  
legs,” said Limten. 

“Hi! did you see an animal with two fangs and a mix of brown stripes?” asked Rutik.                  
“No, What’s your name,” asked Limten. “I’m Rutik,” said Rutik. “Rutik the mammoth to              
be exact,” Limten nodded yes. “Cool I’ll take you to the clownfish and anemone              
territory,” said Limten. 
  “How do you swim?” asked Rutik. “Take your arms and legs and move them in the   
direction you want,” said Limten. Rutik tried. It took a bit of time but eventually he did it. 

Together Rutik and Limten paddled to the part of the coral reef ment for anemones                
and clownfish. Limten got into an anemone close to the edge of the reef. The anemone                
was reaching around to sting Rutik. Limten whispered something to it and it stopped. 

Rutik saw millions of thousands of anemones with orange and white on the outside.               
The coral reef was the biggest place Rutik saw on earth. It was bigger than any palace.                 
It was gigantic. “Oh, that stupid sabertooth,” Rutik heard a voice say. 

He opened his eyes. Were they talking of Briikest? Then everyone swam away as               
many animals came. Everyone was gone except Limten and Rutik. Was it Briikest? Well              
of course Rutik saw sharp fangs and brown stripes. But Limten swam away. Even the               
anemones were scared of Briikest. Rutik got closer to hug her but when he saw clear                
enough, he realized the animal was not Briikest at all. It was a tiger shark. 

Rutik tried swimming away but he just saw more tiger sharks. The anemones didn’t               
even try to sting. The tiger sharks were closing around Rutik, eating anemones on the               
way. “We work for Wecek,” said the main tiger shark. 

How would all these strong shark’s work for one plump seal who Rutik beat in a                 
competition. But the fake Wecek said he was the servant of Wecek. This was a mystery.                
That seal wasn’t Wecek and neither the main tiger shark was. Or any tiger sharks for                
that matter. Grab him and lets go, said the main tiger shark. A tiger shark held Rutik’s                 
fur by his teeth which must have been painful for sure. 



“Come on!” said the main tiger shark. Rutik and the other tiger shark were at the back                  
of the formation. They were swimming into dust. WHACK! An animal smacked the tiger              
shark holding Rutik. 

The ocean tigers and Rutik turned around. It was Laver, Briikest, Limten, all the seals,                
and all the clownfish. Laver, Briikest, and Limten were swimming to the main tiger              
shark. Something was swimming toward them. The fake seal attacked Limten and            
Briikest. 

Laver and Rutik swam to the main tiger shark. The fake seal head-butted Limten,               
Briikest used her fangs on him. He howled in pain then hit her with his tail. 

Meanwhile the main tiger used his fangs on Laver and Rutik used his furry armor to                 
attack. When the ocean tiger let go of Laver, he head-butted him with his head. The                
tiger sank but attacked from below and used his fangs to capture Laver. 

“Don’t attack me or I’ll eat your friend,” said the main tiger shark. The fake seal came                  
to the tiger shark holding Briikest and Limten. The tiger sharks defeated the seals and               
clownfish. Rutik had no choice but to give up. They all went through the smoke into the                 
ocean tiger kingdom. 

Rutik and everyone else were in prison. “We shall call Wecek,” said a random tiger.                
The main tiger nodded yes. After some time the tiger and a blackish-grey shark came               
into the room. 

This wasn’t any tiger shark. The shark had empty eyes and razor sharp teeth. “Who                
are all these useless creatures?” asked Wecek. He had an empty voice. It was a very                
quiet voice. 

“These are the seals, the clownfish, a sabertooth, and a mammoth,” said the main               
tiger. “Why are the extras here especially the clownfish?” asked Wecek. “They tried             
messing with us,” said the main tiger. Rutik was thinking what kind of shark he was. 

“These are the three trying to stop us,” the main tiger said to Wecek. Wecek gave an                  
evil grin. Then the main tiger smiled and turned to Rutik, Briikest, and Laver. “This is                
Wecek, king of the megalodons.”  
 
 
 

The only hope is lost chapter six 
 
Wecek swam away immediately. The tiger sharks all laughed and swam away too.              

Rutik tried breaking the cage bar but even with his furry armor he couldn’t. He was                
trapped and it was all his fault. Then the fake seal came. “What do you want,” said                 
Laver. “To give you one more chance to come to the dark side,” said the fake seal.                 
Laver looked mad. “No way,” he said. The fake seal shrugged and swam away. Briikest               
used her fangs on the bars. It cracked, but didn’t break. Then Laver said, “I’m so                
stupid and crashed the bars with his head-butt. The clownfish followed and swam away.              



Nothing happened. No spikes crushing down, no alarms blaring, and not any guards in              
sight. 

Laver then said, “ You! What do you think you're doing.” A clownfish said I didn’t do it.                   
Rutik and Briikest turned to see the clownfish Laver was talking to and right next to him                 
was a dead clownfish. 

Rutik heard of dead animals. He heard fangs slashed across them and blood. This               
clownfish only had green on it. “That’s some kind of poison isn’t it?” asked a dark, cold                 
voice. 

Rutik turned around and saw Wecek standing on his tail. The tiger sharks,              
megalodons, and penumial eels behind him. “Penumial eels are electric eels except            
they swim in salt water, right,” Briikest asked Rutik. “You know,” said Rutik. “ My little                
assistant helped kill the clownfish and told me you escaped,” said Wecek. Rutik and              
Briikest turned to look at the clownfish. “Oh I would never have a crazy creature like                
those. I’d have one loyal to me,” said Wecek. 

Rutik had butterflies in his stomach as he thought he knew who Wecek was talking                
about.  My assistant is Laver,” said the megalodon. 

“How?” said Rutik. “You had clues,” said Laver. “The gig bats knew of my power when                 
I was young they captured me. “How would I know?” asked Rutik. “You wouldn’t know               
because your dumb,” said Laver. 

Rutik charged at Laver. Laver sprayed a giant bunch of water from his mouth, blasting                
Rutik to the wall. “You never knew but the fake seal is my clone. Sometimes he’s                
stronger than me and sometimes I’m stronger than him,” said Laver. 

Wecek whispered something to him. “Of course,” Laver told him. “Tikanese!” shouted             
Wecek to an Ocean tiger. Tikanese smiled. “They’ll get themselves killed,” she said. 

“Lower the ship,” Wecek told a megalodon. Rutik never knew the ocean tiger’s              
headquarters was a ship. The megalodon swam to a door with a lock on it. She                
whispered something to it and it opened. In a moment the ship was lowering. 

Tikanese growled. Pads underneath Rutik and Briikest opened. Their only hope was             
gone. Laver had betrayed them. And now Rutik knew why Tikanese said he and Briikest               
would kill themselves. It was because of the dark, gloomy volcanoes underneath. 
 
 
 

The underwater lava mountains  chapter seven 
  
 

“Prepare to die from the tiger shark queen,” Rutik heard Lavers voice say. A hatch                
opened from the ship and Tikanese came down, completely armored. Rutik thought            
about his parents and wished he hadn’t left them. But he could not change time.               
Tikanese swam to Rutik and Briikest had to swim away. And then they were on the                



move. Predator after two prey. Tikanese snapped her jaws close to Briikest. Rutik had a               
terrible feeling about this. Briikest swam deeper in the gloom. 

Rutik followed with Tikanese on his tail and then felt the heat and saw the lava. And                  
then BOOM! A volcano erupted spreading lava and water all over the place. Rutik felt a                
bit prick his tail. The lava went inside his body and it pained. But he had two options:                  
death by Tikanese or swimming away with pain. 

He chose the second one as he swam away. Tikanese bit his tail but nothing more. He                  
felt so happy as his thought of Briikest dying wasn’t true but she wasn’t okay because                
she was wobbling to the ocean depths. “Her sore leg must be hurting,” Rutik thought. 

He swam towards her but instantly knew this was a bad idea because of Tikanese’s                
danger. He swam away but when he looked back he saw more brown swimming              
towards Briikest. BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! Three volcanoes exploded at the same time. 

One hit Tikanese and a bit of her metal burned, but she was fine. Rutik instantly                 
thought of sacrificing himself for Briikest. He swam down. Lava hit him and pained but               
nothing was stopping him. He swam down to a volcano, then swam to Tikanese and bit                
her. “That filth,” she growled and then turned back. Swimming toward him at jet speed.               
Then the volcano exploded and took Rutik with it. The last thing he saw was Tikanese                
trying to stop but her speed didn’t let her and then she exploded. And Rutik closed his                 
eyes as everything disappeared.  
 
 

Rutik’s eyes opened and he saw Limten and Briikest. On a part of the little underwater                 
den was some watery oil. It was probably his medicine. Before he could do anything               
Briikest shouted in glee, “He’s alive!” Limten looked happy too. “That was such an              
amazing sacrifice you made, Thank you!” said Briikest who hugged him. 

“So Tikanese really is dead,” asked Rutik. “Yes, I’m so glad your alive,” Limten said.                
“We swam away and the clownfish hid in this underwater den. This is their medicine               
room,” said Briikest. “The tiger sharks and megalodons are searching for us,” said             
Limten. 

“But we have a secret passage leading to land,” said Limten. “Some clownfish formed               
a team for land animals to get to land safely.” said Limten. But then there was a scream                  
in terror. “It’s the penumial eels,” shouted a clownfish. 
 
 
 

The oceans biggest disaster chapter eight  
 
 

Rutik, Briikest, and Limten ran and swam as fast as they could. Suddenly the lights                
went out. “Not only can Penumial eels use their powers to make electricity but to take                



away and conserve energy too.” said Limten. Then they all heard Laver’s voice say, “               
Surrender to your doom!” 

Wecek was tracking his way to Rutik and his friends. Because he heard his cold voice                 
say, “In a few moments they’ll be dead. Rutik and his friends were retreating, swimming               
backwards. 
Then he heard an eel say, “I shall kill them.” Rutik thought that Wecek was going to get                   

really mad but instead he heard nothing except a snakelike creature slithering toward             
them to poison them all, any moment it would strike. 

Briikest and Limten were shivering, Rutik still had his furry armor but he quivered as                
the eel would release a powerful shock and kill the three of them. More eels circled and                 
now they could only stand and watch before murder. Then it happened, but the eel               
didn’t charge a power shock, it didn’t drag him in water, it just fell. 

And then another eel blasted the whole room with his shock. Rutik felt the pressure. It                 
was like twenty mammoths sitting on him, but worse. He was sure he saw Limten faint.                
Rutik saw a big pipe blocked by an even bigger pipe, its metal blocking the other pipe.                 
Now Rutik got his second and clear look of a penumial eel. It had crushing jaws, a long                  
tail ending with a sharp point, it had rounded and evil eyes, and a darkish blue body. 

“Fang is pleased,” Wecek said darkly and coldly. And then, “AWRK?” said a baby               
whale the size of Wecek. Wecek smiled cunningly. Rutik saw the sharp marks on its               
body. He didn’t know what kind it was. “It’s awesome to kill a disaster whale,” said                
Wecek. The whale could barely swim. It was wriggling to Wecek and Wecek was              
swimming to it.  

Before Rutik could do anything Briikest swam toward it. The whale just wriggled out of                
her reach and into Wecek’s. First, it looked really cute and it was about to die. But then,                  
the spike marks flared and it glowed and the water started shaking, rapidly. And then, all                
the water went in the air and it smashed to the ground making everyone fly in the air.                  
But no one over here could fly. The disaster whale opened its mouth and a super sonic                 
blast came. The whale didn’t even seem to know what it was doing. 

The waves crashed around each other rapidly. Wecek, Laver, the tiger sharks, and the               
penumial eel retreated to their ship. 

The blast however sent Rutik, Briikest, and the whale towards land. Limten had fled               
with his fellow clownfish. Rutik and Briikest didn’t know what to do with the whale and                
what would happen when they crashed into land. But then he heard a familiar voice say,                
“catch them,” and then a gig bat swooped and caught Rutik and Briikest and three bats                
catched the enormous baby disaster whale. 

“Where’s your little seal friend?” asked Wyll who was grinning. “Long story short he               
betrayed us,” said Briikest. Monuel swore he would kill Laver,” said Wyll. You may know               
him as the gig bat leader. 



“And where did you get him?” asked a gig bat pointing at the disaster whale. “The                 
ocean,” said Briikest. “You should see how my perfect palace looks now,” said Wyll.              
They went straight to the palace which was now a bunch of rocks. 

“Till then we’ll keep you safely over here,” said Wyll. as they flew to the palace. But                  
then something came out of the rock. It was an animal. It was the most dangerous                
sabertooth kind, a smilodon. It was Fang! 
 
 

The End 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
  


